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Abstract

Optimal group maintenance policies for a set of M identical machines sub-
ject to stochastic failures are considered. The control of the system is
not based on the complete age configuration of all components, nor on the
number of failed components only. We compromise between these two extreme
cases by introducing for each component four possible states: good,
doubtful, preventive maintenance is due and failed. Two types of control
policies are considered both based on the number of doubtful components at
component failure epochs.
First the model with exponentially distributed sojourn times in the good
and doubtful state is considered. Explicit expressions are derived for
various performance measures, like the time to system replacement and the
average costs per unit time. Next we consider the model in which the
sojourn times are governed by a general lifetime distribution for each
component. By making use of the results for the exponential model several
approximations for the performance measures of the lifetime model are pre-
sented. Validation of these approximations is performed by simulation.
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Multicomponent maintenance systems are of increasing importance, not only
in tradit.ional areas ]:ike road maintenance, aircraft industry and oi1-
production but also in the design and operation of computers and other
service facilities. In maintenance optimization models the goal is to find
the right compromise between preventive maintenance (which hopefully ex-
tends the period of proper operation of the system) and corrective main-
tenance or replacement (which essentially replaces an old system by a new
one). Apart from pure cost considerations also technological developments
play an important role in the decision process when to replace a system.
This decision process becomes rather involved when the system is composed
of many major components that require maintenance. In these situations an
important issue is when to combine maintenance or replacement activities
on several individual components.

Aspects of this problem have been investigated by several authors in
recent literature. VERGIN and SCRIABIN (19~~) consider a series system
composed of two identical independent components, which are subject to
stochastic failures. The optimal maintenance policy (when to maintain a
single component and when to maintain both components simultaneously) does
not }~ave a simple structure. OZEKICI (1988) provides a characterization of
the optimal policy for a multi component system with dependent lifetimes.
He shows that the optimal policy may have some counter intuitive
properties. HAURIE and 1'ECUYER (1982) consider a system of M components
with identical IFR lifetime distributions. When an individual component
fails it is replaced immediately by a new one. At such a replacement
opportunity it is possible to replace other (non failed) components
simultaneously. The total replacement costs consist of a fixed cost for
every time a replacement is carried out and a linear cost in the number of
replaced components. It is shown that the optimal policy has a
monotonicity property in the following sense. When at a certain age
configuration ik, 1 s k s M of the components it is decided to replace the
whole system then this decision is also optimal in every age configuration
jk with jk z ik, 1 5 k s M. However, this monotonicity does not hold witli
respect to partial replacements of the system, i.e. when for ik, 1 s k s M
the optimal decision is to replace 1 components it may occur that the
optimal decision in state jk with jk z ik, 1 5 k s M is to replace less
than 1 components. Due to these phenomena particular attention is paid in
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the literature to policies which on one hand have a nice structure (and
are easy to implement) and which are on the other hand close to optimality
(See e.g. VAN DER DUYN SCHOUTEN and VANNESTE (1990)).
The classes of maintenance policies described above take advantage of the
information about the state (age) of every individual system component.
On the other hand several authors studied coordinated group maintenance
policies which are based on the number of failed components in the system.
(See ASSAF and SHANTIKUMAR (1987) and RITCHKEN and WILSON (1990).)

In this paper we investigate a group replacement policy which recognizes
both l,he advantage and di.sadvanT.ages of individual component information.
On one hand it is obvious that detailed information about the state of
each individual component is useful in determining an optimal group re-
placement policy. On the other hand one has to admit that this detailed
information is not always available and, if available, gives rise to opti-
mal policies which are hard to implement.

In this paper we analyse an elementary multi component maintenance model
controlled by a simple decision rule. The system that we consider is com-
posed of M identical independently operating components. The condition of
each of the components is characterized by four possible states: good (0),
doubtful (1), bad (2) and down (3). The sojourn times in each of the
individual states is exponentially distributed with parameter depending on
the actual state. However, when an individual component enters state 2(3)
a preventive (corrective) maintenance is carried out on this single compo-
nent. The costs of these maintenance operations are given. The maintenance
operations are assumed to be instantaneously and the operation of the
system is not interrupted. An economic dependency between the components
arises by the control rule that is used. In this paper we investigate two
different control policies:
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Policy A: a complete system replacement is carried out when a
single component enters state 2 or 3 and the number of
doubtful (state 1) components at that moment is greater
than or equal to K;

Policy B: a complete system replacement is carried out at the
first time epoch at which an individual component
enters state 2 or 3 after the first moment at which the
number of doubtful components has reached the level K.

'I'he difference between both control rules is rather subtile and concerns
the decision to make when the number of doubtful components has reached
the level K. Under policy B a system replacement will certainly be per-
formed at the first subsequent epoch at which one of the components turns
bad or goes down. However, when this component was already in a doubtful
state, a system replacement is not carried out under policy A, since the
number of doubtful components decreases from K to K-1.
Policies of type B are in particular of interest when a system replacement
needs a lot of organisational preparation. The preparation of the replace-
ment can start as soon as the number of doubtful components has reached
the level K, while the replacement is executed at the first subsequent
epoch of a component failure (entrance in state 2 or 3).

In this paper we will derive for both type of policies explicit expres-
sions for the average number of system replacements per unit of time as
well as the expected number of preventive and corrective component re-
placements during a system lifetime. With the cost components these ex-
pressions provide us with a tool for determining the optimal value of K
within both classes of policies.
Although this model can be used to analyse practical maintenance problems,
like anti-rust treatment on the piers of a bridge, the maintenance on the
different lanes of a highway or controlling the quality of a series system
of generators, it most likely oversimplifies many other applications. In
many situations a more appropriate description of the stochastic behaviour
of components is to attach to every single component a stochastic lifetime
with given distribution function. The state of a single component is then
described by the (possibly discretized) elapsed lifetime, which usually
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gives rise Lo more then fuur possible SLates per individual componenL.
Moreover, the sojourn times in the individual states will no longer be
exponentially distributed, but deterministic. We will ref'er to this model
as the "lifetime model" and to the model introduced above as the "exponen-
tial model". The lifetime model turns out to be much tlarder to analyse
analytically. Therefore we will provide our exponential model not only
with explicit expressions for the quantities of interest but also with
approximations, which turn out to be of use for the lifetime model too.

The organisation of the paper is as follows. In section one we describe
the model in detail and give some preliminary results concerning the en-
trance time in an absorbing state of a birth- and death process. In sec-
tion 2 we provide for a given control policy of type A and B explicit
expressions for the average number of system replacements per unit time as
well as the expected number of individual component replacements (preven-
tive and corrective) during a system lifetime. In section 3 we derive
practically useful approximations for the average costs per unit time
under a given control policy of type A or B and we indicate with numerical
examples how good these approximations are for the exponential case.
Finally we apply in section 4 the approximations to the lifetime model and
investigate also for this model the quality of the approximations. The
comparisons in the latter case are done by simulation.

1. Model description and preliminaries

We consider a series system, consisting of M independently operating and
identical components. The condition of each of the components is charac-
terized by four possible states: good (0), doubtful (1), bad (2) and down
(3). Upon entrance in state 2(3) an immediate preventive (corrective)
replacement is carried out, which brings the component back into state 0
without any delay. The sojourn time in state i is exponentially
distributed with parameter vi, i- 0,1. At the end of a sojourn in state i
a transition occurs to either state itl or state 3(down), with probabil-
ities Pi,itl and pi3 - 1-pi itl respectively.
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Note that sojourns in states 2 and 3 are instantaneous because of the

immediate preventive and corrective maintenance action. We assume that the
complete lifetime of a single component has the following IFR-property:

vc~po 3 ~ vl,~ ~ 3 ~ vz

i.e. the entrance rate into the down state increases as a function of the
present state.

The following cost structure is imposed on the model: for a preventive

component replacement a cost cl is incurred, whereas a corrective replace-

ment involves cost c2 (~ cl). A system replacement costs c3. This latter
cost may comprise a quantity discount, but also a cost reduction due to

technological advancement. We assume

c3 ~ Mcl.

The objective is to minimize the long-run average cost of the system.
We propose the following maintenance rules, which are referred to as a
policies of type A and B respectively:

Policy A: a complete system replacement (or opportunisttc replace-
ment) is carried out if and only if a single component
enters state 2 or 3 and the number of doubtful (state 1)
components at that moment is greater than or equal to K;

Policy B: a complete system replacement is carried out at the
first time epoch at which an individual component enters
state 2 or 3 after the first moment at which the number
of doubtful components has reached the level K.

Note that for policies of type A detailed information about the state of
every single component remains necessary to implement such a policy. When
a single component i enters state 2 or 3 at a moment at which the number
of doubtful components equals K, it is important to know whether component
i came from a good state or a doubtful state. In the first case this
situation will give rise to a system replacement, in the latter case not.



For policies of type B it suffices to keep track of the number of doubtful
components. Therefore this type of policy is easier to implement and has
the advantage that a system replacement is triggered when the number of
doubtful components reaches the level K. In this paper we will not inves-
tigate under which conditions the optimal maintenance policy is of type A
or B.
In the rest of this section we give some preliminary results concerning a
continuous time birth- and death process. These results will be used in
the analysis in section 2.
Let {Y(t),t Z 0} be a continuous time Markov chain on {0,...,L;O} governed
by the following transition diagram:

a0 ~0

xl

al a2

xi

a. ~.i i aL-1 ~L-1 aL ~L

Figure 1. Transition diagram of {Y(t), t Z 0},

The process {Y(t), t Z 0} represents the number of doubtful components
under either policy A or B, where state o represents the situation in
which a system replacement is triggered. The difference between policies A
and B is represented by a specification of the values of the transition
rates.
We define a"backward jump" of {Y(t), t Z 0} as a transition from some
state i to i-1 and a"dummy jump" of {Y(t), t Z 0} as a transition from
some stat,e i to itself. Backward jumps correspond to transitions of a
single component from "doubtful" via the instanteneous "bad" or "down"
state to "good". Dummy jumps correspond to transitions of a single
component from "good" via "down" back to "good". Backward jumps are
therefore associated with either preventive or corrective replacements,
while dummy jumps always correspond to corrective replacements. We are
interested in the following quantities:
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entrance into state ~, given that Y(0) - i, 0 5 i s L.

Explicit expressions for the quantities Ti,L' Ki,L and pi L are obtained
in the following theorem (see also KARLIN 8~ TAYLOR (19~5), p. 148).

THEOREM 1.1

where

~i,L '- expected entrance time of {Y(t), t z 0} into state ~,
given that Y(0) - i, 0 s i s L

K~ f:- expected number of' backward j umps oF {Y(t), t z 0} before
entrance iuto state o, given that Y(0) - i, 0 S i s L

~i,L '- expected number of dummy jumps of {Y(t), t Z 0} before

L j1
~i,L - ~ ~.p. F a,~P~.

j-i ~ ~ ,C-O

F u P
'L j-i ~jPj ~-0 ~ R'

L j1ti.L - JLl ~,p, RïOp~ ,

a a .. a.
PO :- ~01. P1 - ull and pi .- xlu2 .. ~i-1 2 S i S L

1 2 ' i

(1)

Í2)

(3)

PROOF. By conditioning on the epoch of the first transition of {Y(t),
t Z 0} we get (with VLt1,L - 0)

~i,L -~. t u. } a. t u. ~it1,L }~. t N. ~i-1,L~ 1 s i s L (4a)
i i i i i i

-1
~O,L - a0~0 } ~1,L

1L j
- F

a. a. u.i i i

(4b)

Note that a.(a. t -11 1 Ni) denotes the expected number of dummy jumps from i
to itself before {Y(t), t z 0) jumps from i to either itl or i-1.
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Define

Zi '- ~i,L - ~it1,L'

From (4a) and (4b) we obtain

~.z. - ~. t k.z. ,i i i i i-1

0 s i S L (5)

-1
z0 - a0~0

1 S i s L (6a)

(6b)

By induction we conclude from (6a) and (6b)

1 ~
z) - ~JPJ ~ïoa~P~, 0 s j s L (7)

Since

L

~i,L - ï z'
j-i ~

formula (~) yields (1).

Formulas (2) and (3) follow directly from (1) since xi L and ~ri L satisfy
relations (4a) and (4b) with ai replaced by xi and 1, respectively, i~ 0.
(Here we define N~ :- 0). o

Finally we consider a second continuous time birth and death process
{Z(t), t Z 0} on {N.1,...,M;b} with the following transition diagram.
{Z(t), t Z 0} denotes again the number of doubtful components and b repre-
sents a system replacement. In the sequel N will be chosen to be equal to
e.ither K (A-policy) or K-1 (B-policy).
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Figure 2. Transition diagram of {'L(t), t Z 0}.

Let

6. .- expected entrance time of {Z(t), t z 0} into state b, giveni
that Z(0) - i, Nt1 5 i 5 M.

THEOREM 1.2

(8) 6. - F 1 JR1 ~~ Ntl S i S M
1 j-i ~~ } (3jó R-i p,C . ~,~ó '

PROOF. The proof proceeds along the same lines as that of theorem 1.1,
starting with the equalities:

1 ~i
oi -~3 t I3 }(3 t ~3 6ii1, Ntl 5 i 5 M-1

i i5 i ib

(Here we define (3M - 0.)
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2. The average cost analysis of A and B type policies

Let us now consider the series system as described in section 1. As con-
tro] we choose an A-t,,ype policy with pr~ramet.er K.
Def'ine

W(t) :- number of doubtful components at time t, t z 0.

Then {W(t), t z 0} is a continuous time Markov chain on {0,...,M}. As long
as the number of doubtful components has not reached the level Ktl and no
system replacement is carried out {W(t), t Z 0} behaves like {Y(t), t Z 0}
with transition diagram as depicted in figure 1 with L- K. Moreover, from
the moment on at which the number of doubtful components equals K.1 until
system replacement the behaviour of {W(t), t Z 0} is similar to that of
{Z(t), t 2 0} with transition diagram as in figvre 2 with N-K.

Referring to figures 1 and 2 we make the following specifications:

L - K; N - K

- (M-i)vOp01

aK - (M-K)v0

- (M-i)vopo3

, 0 5 i 5 K-1

aK - 0

gi - (M-i)vOp01 ,

(3ib - (M-i)vOp03 t ivl.

0 5 i 5 K

0 5 i 5 K-1

Ktl 5 i 5 M-1

Ktl 5 i 5 M
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Xi(t) :- state of component i at time t, t Z 0

X(t) - (X1(t)....,XM(t))

Then {X(t), t z 0} is a regenerative vector-valued stochastic process,
with the moments of system replacement as regeneration epochs. Defining a
cycle as the time elapsed between two successive system replacements, we
conclude from the theory of regenerative processes, that the long run ave-
rage cost per unit time

ECA(t) ECA(TA)
gA - - ~~~ t - E.rA ,

where CA(t) :- the cumulative costs incurred in [O,t]
TA .- length of a cycle.

(9)

Since we assumed that all components are identical the relevant behaviour
of {X(t), t Z 0} on [O,TA] can be completely described by {W(t), t Z 0} on
[O,TA], where TA, by definition, represents the moment of absorption if
{W(t), t z 0} into state b.

THEOREM 2.1

c2~0,K } c2p13K0,K } c1p12x0,K.} c3
gA - TO,K } pOloKtl

PROOF. Note that TA can be written as

TA - TO } T1.

where

(10)

TO :- entrance time of {W(t), t Z 0} into ~
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and

T1 :- time between entrance of {W(t), t z 0} into ~ and entrance
into á.

i.e., TO represents the moment at which {W(t), t z 0} leaves the set
{0,...,K}, while T1 denotes the time-interval between TO and system-
replacement.

Note that

P(T1 - 0) - p03

Hence we find

ETA - ~O,K } pOloKtl

On [O,TA] only costs are incurred on [O,TO] (costs of corrective and pre-
ventive component replacements) and at time TA (system replacement costs).
Every dummy jump of {W(t), t~ 0} corresponds to a corrective replacement
and every backward jump of {W(t), t~ 0} corresponds to a corrective
component replacement with probability p~3 and with a preventive component
replacement with probability p12. Hence

ECA(TA) - c3 t c2p0,K t c2p13x0,K } c1p12K0,K (12)

Combining (9), (11) and (12) yields (10). o

Next we consider our maintenance system controlled by a B-type policy with
parameter K. Again we define

W(t) :- number of doubtful components at time t, t Z 0.

Then {W(t), t Z 0} is a continuous time Markov chain on {0,...,M}, As long
as the number of doubtful components has not reached the level K, {W(t),
t Z 0} behaves like {Y(t), t Z 0} with transition diagram as depicted in
figure 1 with L- K-1. From the moment on at which the number of doubtful
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components has reached the level K until system replacement {W(t), t Z 0}
behaves like {Z(t), t Z 0} with transition diagram as in figure 2, with
the following specifications:

L - K-1; N - K-1

~i - (M-i)vOp01

lAi - ivl

ai - (M-i)vOP03

pi - (M-i)vOp01

Sis - (M-i)vOp03 t ivl,

0 5 i 5 K-1

0 5 i S K-1

0 S i 5 K-1

K S i S M-1

K S i 5 M

Now the analysis proceeds similarly as in the case of an A-policy. Defi-
ning

gB :- lim t
t~

where

CB(t) :- the cumulative costs incurred in [O,t]

we get from the theory of regenerative processes

ECB(TB)
gB - ET

where

ECB(t)

B (13)

TB :- time between two successive system replacements under the
B-type policy.
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THEOREM 2.2

ETB - TO,K-1 r oK (14)

and

g - c2~0,K-1 { c2p13x0,K-1 } c1P12x0 K-1 } c
(15)B

TO,K-1 } aK

PROOF. Proceeds similarly to that of theorem 2.1. o

We conclude this section with some observations resulting from the
analysis of the sections 1 and 2, for the B-policy. First, we establish a
relationship between the total number of preventive replacements (TNP) and
the total number of' corrective replacements (TNC). Secondly, we consider
the impact of a single system parameter on the various system measures.

COROLLARY 2.1

TNC
-~POlp12 -

11TNP t K(PÓl - 11

PROOF. The proof is based on the following relations:

- ~ ai p~
a1P1 - p01

uitlPifl, and ~1 - p01 , i - 0,.. ,K-1.

These relations are easily verified, using the specifications for a., ~,i iand ki. As a consequence, we obtain from ( 1) and (2):

~O,K-1 - K p } P~ xO,K-1'O1 O1

The relations TNP - p x ~ p conclude the- p12x0,K-1 and TNC 13 O,K-1 O,K-1
proof. 0

An immediate consequence is that TNC ) TNP in case POlp12 ~ 2'
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COROLLAHY 2.Z. 'I'he 1'ollowing table summarizes the relations betwecn ~r

change in the input parameter and a change of a system measure.

~O,K-l K O,K-] TNP 'fNC TO,K-1 aK

M T J. ~. .~ ~. ~. .~
K T T T T T T ~
p01T ~. ~ ~. ~ .~ T

P12T - - T J. - -
UGT J~ y ~L y y ~L

L1T T T T T T ~
llOT. L1T. U1 - C - - - - J~ J~

0

PROOF. The method of proof is illustrated by the following example, con-
sidering the influence of an increase in PO1 on ~O,K-1' Substituting the
values for ai, ~i and ui we obtain from (6):

v
z. 1 - 1 t i 1 1.z. and z - 1 - 1.i- p01 M-i'v0 p01 i-1 0 PO1

K-1
Therefore, as PO1T' zi~,' i- 0,...,K-1 and PO,K-1 - E zi.~. The impacts on

i-0
the quantities xO,K-1 and TO,K-1 are obtained in the same manner, whereas
the results for TNP and TNC follow from p and x (See the proofO,K-1 O,K-1'
of Corollary 2.1.)
To obtain the results for aK we use another method of proof. Notice that

K
nK - fmP(T1 ) t)dt; P(T1 ~ t) - F(t)K G(t)M-K - F t

G(t)M.
0 G(t)

with

-Ult -LOt t -U1(t-S) -UOS
F(t) - e and G(t) - e t sfOpOle v0e ds.



From Lhis expression, the results wit;h respect to vl, p01 and p12 follow
immediately. Evaluating the integral, we obtain,

-vlt -vOt -vlt vl - vOpO
C(r) - e - p(e - e ), with p- ~.

L1 - vo

-vlt
This implies 1) G(t) Z e - F(t), which yields the results with re-
spect to K and M. The influence of a change in v0 follows from

-vOt t -v0(t-U) -vlll -Llt
G(t) - e } p01 f e vle du t pOle .

u-0

3. Approximations

In section 2 we obtained explicit expressions for the average costs per
unit time under a given policy of either type A or B. From these expres-
sions optimal control limits can be obtained. To relax our assumptions
about the exponential distributed sojourn times of individual components
in their various states, we propose in this section an approximation for
the average costs per unit time under a given policy. This approximation
will be used in the next section in the analysis of the model in which the
sojourn times in the various states are generated by a lifetime distribu-
tion of an individual component.
The following analysis is valid irrespectively the type of policy used. We
will focus on the system governed by a type B policy. The analysis for a
type A policy proceeds similarly. Assume that a system replacement is
carried out at time epoch 0. As before we define

W(t) :- number of doubtful components at t, t Z 0

Let

iN (t) :- cumulative number of preventive replacements of compo-P
nent i in [O,t]; t z 0, 1 5 i s M
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N~1)(t) :- cumulative number of corrective replacements of compo-
nent i in [O,t]; t Z 0, 1 5 i s M

TB :- epoch of first system replacement after 0

and

T~ :- entrance time of {W(t), t~ 0} into ~

From the regenerative analysis given in section 2 it follows that

g -
cl F ENP1)(TB) t c2 E EN~1)(TB) t c3i-1 i-1 (16)B ETB

Since the individual components are identical and behave independently on
the interval [O,TB] (16) implies

Mc1ENp1)(TB) t Mc2EN~1)(TB) } c3
gB - ETB

In the sequel N(1)(t) and N(1)(t) will be denoted by Np(t) and Nc(t)p c
respectively. From the definition of T~ it follows that between T~ and TB
no preventive or corrective component replacements are carried out. Hence

Mc1ENp(T~) t Mc2ENc(T~) t c~
gB - ETB

Based on (18) we propose the following approximation gBa) for gB:

(a) Mc1Mp(ET~) t Mc2Mc(ET~) t c
gB '- ETB '

(18)

(19)

where Mp(t) and Mc(t) denote the renewal functions associated with the
renewal. processes {Np(t), t a 0} and {Nc(t), t Z 0}, respectively.
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Motivation for the approximation (19) is provided by the following argu-
ments. Note that TO (the entrance time of {W(t), t z 0} into 0) depends on
all renewal processes {NP1)(t), t z 0} and {N~1)(t), t Z 0}, 1 S i s M.
On the other hand it is intuitively clear that the dependency of TO on
each individual renewal process will be relatively weak when M and K are
not too small. When TO is independent of {Np(t), t 2 0} then gR can be
obtained from

ENp(TO) - f Mp(t)dGT (t)
0 0

(20)

However, computation of the right hand side of (20) has two disadvantages.
In the first place complete knowledge of Mp(t) over the range [O,m) is
necessary and secondly complete knowledge of the distribution function
GT (t) of TO is required.

0
On the other hand, use of the approximation (19) only requires ETO and the
computation of the renewal function in one single point.
In the approximation for the lifetime model that we will deal with in the
next section both advantages apply. In the approximation of the exponen-
tial model the renewal functions Mp(t) and Mc(t) can be obtained explicit-
ly as we wíll show below. So in this case only the first advantage holds.
Some further theoretical motivation for (19) as approximation for (18) is
provided in appendix A.

The time between two preventive replacements of an individual component on
[O,TO] can be considered as the entrance time into the absorbing state 2
of a continuous time Markov chain on {0,1,2} governed by the transition
diagram as depicted in figure 3.
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y0p01

Figure 3. Transition diagram of single component
until preventive replacement.

In figure 3 state 0 denotes the component in good condition, state 1 the
component in doubtful condition. Note that transitions from state 1 to
state 0 occur due to corrective replacements.
From this representation it follows that the time between two successive
preventive replacements of an individual component has a phase-type dis-
tribution Fp (cf. NEUTS (1981)) of the following form

-ult -~2t
1- Fp(t} - ple t p2e

with N1 ) 0, u2 ) 0, pl ~ 0, p2 ~ 0 and pl t p2 - 1.

This distribution belongs to the class of K2-distributions (cf. TIJMS
(1986), p. 400).
The details of this derivation are given in appendix B.

The renewal function Mp(t) generated by Fp(t) is given by (see TIJMS
(1986), pp. ~4 and 399-400)

Mp(t) -~ t 2 Íc~ - 1)(1 - exP{-(Plu2 t P2v.1)t}), t Z 0
P

where

pl p2u .--.-.
P lal

NZ
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For the values of pl, p2, ul and u2 we refer to appendix B.

The derivation of Fc(t) and Mc(t), the distribution of the time between
two successive corrective replacements and its corresponding renewal func-
tion, pc-oceeds along the same lines, starting with the transition diagram:

vOp01

Figure 4. Transition diagram of single component
until corrective replacement.

Note that now transitions from doubtful to good are generated by pre-
ventive replacements. For details we again refer to appendix B.

We conclude this section with a validation of this approximation. In table
I we present for a certain choice of the system parameters (cl, c2, c3; M,
K; v0' vl' p03' p13) the following quantities

g(a) - g
ENp(TO), Mp(ETO); ENc(TO), Mc(ETO); gB, gBa), d:- B g B; ETO and ET.

B

In table II we present some statistical results about the numerical expe-
riments we performed. For 330 different choices of system parameters the
table shows the number of times that d took a value in different inter-
vals. Apart from variation in M and K as shown in table I we considered
different values for vl (0,5; 1; 1,5; 2), p01 (0.95; 0.85; 0.~0) and p12
(0.85; 0.~0; 0.40) while maintaining the IFR-property

vOp03 ~ v1p13'
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M

4
8
16
32

d
0-5y. 5-10~ 10-15~ 15-20~ 20-25x ~ total

21 13 4
7 - -

88
88
88
66

330

Table II. Values of d for 330 different models.

Our general impression ís that the deviation d decreases with increasing
value of M, while the deviation is maximal at K- M~2. Although in all our
numerical experiments the deviation d turned out to be positive, which
makes gBa) an upperbound for gB, it is not quite obvious that this conclu-
sion can be generally drawn. In fact proposition A3 and the analysis in
appendix B imply, in case the assumption of independence between TO and
{Np(t), t z 0} and {Nc(t), t Z 0} would hold, that gBa) s gB.

4. Approximations for the lifetime model

In this section we consider the situation in which the aging of individual
components is described by a general lifetime distribution G. This model
can be brought on equal footing with the model described in section 1 by
introducing two critical age parameters r and R(R ~ r), with the follow-
ing inLcrprc~al.ir,n. A componenL with age less than r is considered as
being good (state 0); when the age is between the values r and R the com-
ponent is doubtful (state 1). When the age of a component reaches the
value R a preventive maintenance is carried out (instantaneous state 2).
Finally, if the component fails before age R it is replnced correctively

( insl,nnLnnc~xiti SLnLc 3) .
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From tE~e lifetime distribution G and the values r and R the relevant tran-
sition probabilities between various states p01 and p12 are obtained as
follows.

p01 - 1 - G(r)

and

1 - G R
p12 - 1 - G(r)

(21)

(22)

The sojourn times LO and L1 of an individual component in the states 0 and
1 are distributed according to

P(LO - r) - 1 - G(r)

P(LO ~ s) - 1- G(s) , 0 s s C r

P(L - R-r) - 1- G R
1 1 - G(r)

P(L1 ~ s) - 11- GGsrr),
- ( )

0 5 s C R-r

Hence the expected sojourn times are given by

r r
ELO - f P(LO ~ s)ds - f(1 - G(s))ds

0 0

and

R-r R-r 1 - G(str) 1 REL1 -0f P(L1 ~ s)ds -0f - 1 - G(r) ds - 1- G(r) f(1 - G(s))ds.
r

In comparing the aging model with the exponential model we therefore
choose the following transition rates:

-1 rv0 - f (1 - G(s))ds
0 (23)
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and

-1 1 R
yl - 1- G(r) f(1 - G(s))ds.

r
(24)

The difference between the lifetime model and the exponential model de-
scribed in section 1 is that the sojourn times in states 0 and 1 are no
longer exponential distributed. Moreover the transition mechanism between
the various states is no longer índependent of the sojourn times, e.g.
when component i enters at time 0 state 0, we have

P(Xi(r) - 1~L0 - r) - 1

where

X.(t) :- state of component i at time t, t Z 0.i

in order to get approximations for the average costs per unit tíme under
either a type A or B policy for the lifetime model, we investigate the use
of formulas (10), (11) and (14), (15) for gA, ETA and gB, ETB respec-
tively. We will restrict our attention to policies of type B.

This basic approximation turns out to yield very poor results. Deviations
of 30i. for gB are not exceptional. (The comparison was made by simulation
as will be done throughout this section.)

As a first improvement of this basic approximation we investigate the use
of formula (19) in which the renewal functions M(.) and Mp c(.) are based
on the lifetime distribution G itself.
The interrenewal distributions between consecutive preventive and consecu-
tive corrective replacements, Fp(t) and Fc(t) respectively are derived as
follows.
Let X, Xp and Xc be generic random variables denoting the time between two
consecutive replacements (X), two consecutive preventive replacements (X )

Pand two consecutive corrective replacements (Xc) respectively, for one
single component, before system replacement. The corresponding renewal
functions are M(t), Mp(t) and Mc(t)
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We have

with

~1 - G(t), 0 5 t s R

0 , t ) R

R
EX - f (1 - G(t))dt

0

R
EX2 - 2 f t(1 - G(t))dt

0

and

P(Xc ~ kR t t) -(1 - G(R)k(1 - G(t)),

with

1 REXc - G(R) Of (1 - G(t))dt

0 S t ~ R

2 2 R 2R(1 - G(R)) REXc - G(R) f t(1 - GÍt))dt t Z f(1 - G(t))dt.
0 (G(R)) 0

The computation of M(ET~) and Mc(ETG) is now carried out by the procedure
proposed by ROSS {198~). Mp(ET~) is obtained from the equality

M(t) - Mp(t) t Mc(t), t z 0.

The approximation of ET~ and ETR is still based on the exact analysis of
the exponential model, i.e.

ET(1) :- T0 O,K-1

and

(1) .ETB -- ~G,K-1 4 oK



where TO,K-1 and oK are obtained from (3) and (8) respectively, while the
parameters v0' vl' p01 and p12 are determined by (21) upto (24).

REMARK. If ET~1) is fairly large compared to EXc and EX a good alterna-
P

tive for Ross' procedure is the use of the asymptotic expansions of M(t),
Mp(t) and Mc(t):

M(t) ' t ~ EX2 - 1EX 2(EX)2

EX2
t t c - 1MC(t) V EXc 2(EXc)2

MP(t) - M(t) - Mc(t)

We refer to TIJMS (1986), pp. ~ for rules of thumb under which these ap-
pmximations apply. In our numerical exnmples we have applied the asympto-
tic expansions when ET~1) z 3EXc or ET~1) 2 3EXp for corrective and pre-
ventíve replacement respectively.

This first improvement turned out to yield better results for gR, although
the approximation for ETO and ETB still have a poor performance (See first
and second column in table III).
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ET ET(1) ET(2) ET(3)0 0 0 0
sim

0.17 (0.00) 0.50 0.17 0.17
0.26 (o.oi) 2.82 0.34 o.3i
8.98 (1.52) 83.44 12.78 9.95
0.26 (0.00) 0.86 0.27 0.27
1.15 (0.12) 8.39 2.16 1.95

2ig.0o (14.30) 46~.63 258.10 238.94
0.37 (0.00) 1.44 0.45 0.44
8.64 (0.58) 21.15 11.05 10.57

2.235F,3 (g4.6) 2.789E3 2.42gE3 2.381F3
0.75 (0.03) 2.73 1.05 1.03

51.82 (2.30) 77.27 60.86 59.94
1.85 (0.09) 4.96 2.56 2.52

236.85 (9.15) 27~E.49 253.59 252.33

Table III. Comparison of improved approximations of ETO with

simulated values for Weibull distributed lifetimes.

REMARK. It should be realized that the influence of deviations from the
exact value of ETU on gB decreases with increasing ETU. Referring to (19)

ETO c M (ET )
we note that for ETO large we have ET ' 1' E-T ~ 0' pET 0 z g}{ and

B B B pMc(ETO) 1
ETB ' EXc'

Next we present an improvement of the approximations ET~1) and ETB1). We
note that for systems with high reliable components there is a fairly high
probability that, starting with a new system at time 0, there are K or
more components entering the doubtful state simultaneously at time epoch
r. Under these circumstances we therefore have TO - r (Recall that TO
denotes the first epoch after 0 at which the number of doubtful components
exceeds K-1).
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Suppose, as usual, that at time 0, a system replacement occurs. Define

d(i) :- P(W(r) - i).

Then it follows that

d(i) - IMJ (1 - G(r))iG(r)M-i

We propose the following approximation for ET~

K-1
ET~2) :- r t F d(i)Ti K-1 (25)

i-0

This approximation is based on the observation that on the event
{W(r) - i} there are i components entering the doubtful state 1 at epoch
r, while the other M-i components are still in state 0(due to corrective
replacements during [O,r)). So the time between r and T~ can be considered
as the entrance time of {W(t), t Z 0} into state K starting in state i at
time 0, which is approximated by the corresponding quantity T. of thei,K-1
exponentíal model.
Next we consider the approximation for ETB. Define

RB :- TB - Tp

then

ERB - E(E(RBIW(r))

K-1 M
- F d(í)E(RBIW(r) - í) t ï d(i)EÍRBIW(r) - i).

i-0 i-K

(26)

(2~)

For the first term on the right hand side of (2~) we propose the following
approximation:

K-1 K-1
F d(i)E(RBIW(r) - i) - 6K E d(i) (28)

i-0 i-0
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With respect to the second term

M
ï d(i) E(RB~W(r) - i) -

i-K

M R-r
- i d(i) J P(RB ~ t~W(r) - i)dt
i-K 0

the following observation holds. If G E IFR then

(z9)

Z~ :- Rfr (11--GG~r~))Mdt F d(i) s (3a)0 i-K
M

S ï d(i)E(R~W(r) - i) 5
i-K

S F d(i) Rfr I11--G~~r~) J l(1-G(t))M-idt -:
i-K 0 lll

Note that Zu corresponds with the situation that the (M-i) components that
are not doubtful at epoch r are just entering state 0 at epoch r, while Z~
represents the situation in which those (M-i) components are about leaving
SLnt.c O cit epoch r. Wc propoge ns flpproxlmation for I~"1'R:

K-1
ETB2) :- ET~Z) t 6K ï d(i) t 2(Zu ' Z~)

i-0

and for gB:

g(2) .- Mc1Mp(ETÓZ)) t Mc2Mc(ET~2)) t c
B ET(2)

B

(31)

(32)

The performance of this approximation is fairly good. In table III we
present the approximated values ET~2) and ETBZ) together with simulation
results for the case of a Weibull distributed lifetime.

Finally we present a further refinement of the approximation of ETO, which
is based on a separate treatment of the event {W(r) - K- 1}.
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x-z
ET~3) .- r, ï d(i)Ti.K-1 ' d(K-1)g(a)(D)

i-0

In (33) E(a)(D) represents an approximation of the expectation of D, the
time between r and the first epoch at which W(t) - K given that K-1 com-
ponents just entered the doubtful state at epoch r.

To obtaín an explicit expression for E(a)(D) we introduce the random vari-
ables:

L1 .- time between r and the first epoch at which one of the K-1
components, which became doubtful at r, fails or reaches age
R

.- time between r and the firsL epoch at which one of the
(M-Ktl) components, which are in state 0 at r, becomes
doubtful.

As an approximation for ED we propose

E(a)(D) - E min(L1,L2) t P(L1 5
L2)TK-2,K-1

(33)

(3~)

On the event {L1 s L2} we have

D- L1 t"entrance time of {W(t), t Z 0} into K, starting at time
0 with K-2 components in doubtful condition (each with age
r , L1)~,

We use TK-2,K-1 as approximation for this entrance time.

On the other hand we note that D- L2 on the event {L1 ~ L2}.

What remains is to obtain explicit expressions for E min(L1,L2) and
P(L1 5 Lz). We note that

1K-1
P(L1 ~ t) -(11--GG~r~)I . 0 5 t s R-r (35)
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"fo ot-itain the distribution of L2 we disregard the possibility that the
first failing component, fails again before becoming doubtful. With this
simplification, each of the {M-Ktl) components in state 0 at epoch r will
reach the doubtful state after ttr, if and only if the first failing com-
ponent on [O,r] fails after t. Therefore, we get

r 1 M-Ktl
P(L2 ~ t) - I1 - G(r) J , 0 5 t s r.

From (35) and (36) we obtain

E min(L1,L2) -

min(r,R-r)
f P(L1 ) t)P(L2 ~ t)dt

0

and

min(r,R-r) 1- G(rtt) K-1 G(r) - G(t) M-Ktl
- Gf ( 1- G(r) ) ~ G(r) , dt

(36)

(37)

P(L S L )- fr M-Ktl G(r) - G(t) M-Kg(t) 1 1 - G(rtt) K-1 dt1 2 G G(r) ( G(r) , -( 1- G(r) , ,
(38)

where g(.) denotes the derivative of G(.).
Together (33). (34), (37) and (38) yield a refinement ET(3) of the approx-
imation for ETp. In table III the performances of ET~1~, ETÓ2) and ET~3)
are compared with simulation results.

Finally we present some numerical examples concerning the performance of
the best approximations gB3) for gB which is based on the use of ET~3) and
ET(3)B, which is in accordance with (31) defined by

K-1
ETB3) :- ETG(3) ~ 6K E d(i) t Z(Zu t Z~) (39)i-0
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while

g(3) .- Mc1Mp(ETp3))
t Mc2Mc(ETÓ3)) t

c3
B ET(3)

B
(40)

We made the following specifications concerning the system. The lifetime
is represented by the Weibull distribution with scale parameter ~ and
shape parameter a. For the system parameters (M, K; a, a) we chose the
values, which are exhibited in table IV, together with the mean N and
coefficient of variation c~ for the corresponding Weibull distribution.

no M K a a u c2
v

i-i5 16 i2 1 2 0.89 0.z8
16 16 12 1 1.4 0.91 0.53
1~ 16 12 1 3 0.89 0.13
18 16 14 1 2 0.89 0.28
19 8 4 1 1 0.89 0.28

Table IV. Parameter values and characteristics of the
Weibull distribution for the models in table V.

The values for r and R are chosen as follows: R- 0.5, 0.~5, 1.0, 1.25,
1.5 and r- 3 R, Z R, 3 R. As before, the costs parameters were kept fíxed
at (cl, c2, c3) -(1, 2, 2 M). Together, we obtained ~5 configurations of
system parameters for the numerical experiments. Detailed results for some
of these are given in table V, whereas some global results are reported in
table VI.

In table V we give values for the input parameters (r,R) (the other system
parameters are exhibited in table IV and they are referred to by the model
number), the transition probabilities p and p, the probability thatO1 12
TO - r, the quantity tO,K-1 from the exponential model, and both the simu-
lated as well as the approximated values for the quantities ETO, ERB, the



no. r p01 P(TO-r) ETOsim ERBsim TNP sim TNC sim g sim

R

1. 0.17 0.97 1.00 (0.17; 0.17) 0.11 0.00
0.50 0.80 0.45 0.17 0.12 0.00

2. 0.25 0.94 1.00 (0.25; 0.25) 0.10 0.00
0.50 0.83 2.19 0.25 0.09 0.00

3. 0.33 0.90 0.98 (0.89; 1.73) 0.07 26.3
0.50 0.87 53.4 0.97 0.07 21.5

4. 0.25 0.94 1.00 (0.25; 0.25) 0.10 0.00
0.75 0.61 0.75 0.25 0.10 0.00

5. 0.38 0.87 0.95 (0.45; 0.54) 0.08 1.50
0.75 0.66 6.21 0.59 0.07 0.82

6. 0.50 0.78 0.73 (65.5; 80.5) 0.05 1.o5E3
0.75 0.73 3.o7E2 71.9 0.05 8.88E2

7. 0.33 0.90 0.98 (0.33; 0.33) 0.09 0.00
i.0 0.41 1.25 0.34 0.08 0.00

8. 0.5 0.78 0.73 (3.05; 3.65) 0.05 z1.6
1.0 0.47 17.6 4.23 0.05 28.8

9 0.67 0.64 0.26 (1.89E3; 2.o7E3) 0.03 1.56E5
1.0 0.58 2.77E3 1.98E3 0.03 1.56E5

10. 0.42 0.84 0.90 (0.51; 0.51) 0.07 0.18
1.25 0.25 2.54 0.57 0.07 0.00

p12 TO,K-1 ET(3) ER(3) M.M lET(3)) M.M (ET(3)) g(3)
0 B p 0 c 0

0.47 (31.04; 31.80)
0.48 31.14
0.99 (28.54; 29.12)
1.03 29.13
9.22 (36.89; 39.49)
4.34 36.50
0.94 (28.10; 28.70)
1.02 28.92

3.44 (28.12; 29.32)
4.95 28.47

7.95E2 (36.23; 36.23)
6.74E2 36.27

1.70 (27.08; 27.60)
1.84 27.76
42.3 (33.37; 33.71)
54.9 34.23
2.68E5 (34.96; 34.96)
2.68E5 34.97
3.97 (27.61; 28.25)
4.72 27.62



no.

R

r pol P(TO-r'

p12

ETQsim F.RBsim TNP sim TNC sim g sim

ET(3) ER(3) M.M (ET(3)) M.M (ET(3)) g(3)
0 B p 0 c 0

11. 0.63 0.67 0.36 (48.8; 54.2)
1.25 0.31 93.8 55.6

0.04
0.04

12. 0.83 0.50 0.04 (~)
1.25 0.42 3.38E4 3.23E4 0.02

13. 0.50 0.78 0.73 (1.18; 1.38) 0.06
1.5 0.14 5.45 1.51 0.06

2.o7E2 7.91E2 (34.89: 34.93)
2.25E2 8.56E2 34.97

1.32E5 4.99E5 35.02
1.13
0.90

14. 0.75 0.57 0.11 (5.22E2; 5.65E2) 0.03 1.o7E3
1.5 0.18 6.58E2 5.68E2 0.03 1.12E3

15. 1.0 0.37 0.00
1.5 0.29 1.34E6

16. 0.5 0.68 0.40
1.0 0.54 21.2

17. 0.5 0.88 0.97
1.0 0.42 12.1

(")
1.33E6 0.02 2.63E6

(8.06; 9.22) 0.04 67.8
10.57 0.04 85.4

(0.62; 0.74) 0.07 1.z1
0.81 0.07 0.69

18. 0.5 0.78 0.28 (2.88E2; 3.18E2) 0.04 2.38E3
1.0 0.47 4.76E2 3.24E2 0.03 2.55E3

19. 0.5 0.78 0.98 (0.50; 0.50) 0.12
1.0 0.47 0.60 0.51 0.11

o.ooo.oo

16.4 (31.04; 31.68)
21.0 32.58

9.o8E3 (35.39; 35.39)
9.5oE3 35.40

2.23E7 35.41
1.25E2 (37.50: 37.66)
1.54E2 37.83

4.09 (22.44; 23.94)
6.72 25.32
4.1oE3 (34.93; 34.95)
4.39E3 34.96
1.88 (12.30; 12.62)
1.93 1z.67

Table V. Simulated and approximate values of average costs.
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total number of preventive replacements, the total nurober of corrective
replacements, and g. For ETO and g a 95x confidence interval is presented,
based on the simulation of 3000 cycles. In some cases (marked with an
asterisk) no simulation results are available, since the simulation took
too much time (more than 24 hours CPU time on a VAX computer).

We also note that the values for ETO in table III correspond to the same
system parameters (M, K; X, a) as for model 16, but then for varying
(r,R).
To give an indication of the possible deviations of ETO and g, we present
in table VI the number of configurations that yield values of the absolute
value of the relative deviation in certain intervals. It should be noticed
however, that the simulation results themselves may deviate from the real
value, so that the results should be interpreted with caution.

(a) ETO
(b) g

~d~
0-0.2 0.2-0.4 0.4-0.6 0.6-0.8 0.8-1.0
0-0.02 0.02-0.04 0.04-0.06 0.06-0.08 0.08-0.10

52 9 0 3 0
46 l0 6 1 1

Table VI. Values of ~d~ for 64 different models.

The following conclusions can be drawn from our numerical investigations.
The deviation in g is in general much smaller than the deviation in ETO
and is in practically all cases under 5~. The deviation in ETO is in most
cases positive, and less than 50x. Finally, it took roughly about 1 minute
to obtain the approximation results on a personal computer.

5. Conclusions

'['he model presented in this paper can be of use to support the maintenance
and replacement decisions for systems that are composed of a"large" num-
ber (say ~ 4) of identical components. In particular this model focusses
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on the compromise between individual component replacements and complete
system replacements. As such as it might be used to balance technological
improvements of a new system against the investment costs of such a sys-
tem. The model contains as major decision variable K, the number of doubt-
ful components which triggers a system replacement. Two classes of poli-
cies aré considered: an A-policy replaces the whole system when a single
component fails (or reaches its preventive maintencance age) while the
number of doubtful components is greater than or equal to K. A B-policy
prescribes a system replacement at the first epoch at whích an individual
component fails after tlie first moment at which the number of doubtful
components has reached level K.
Besides the control parameter K also the parameters r and R which are used
in the lifetime model to indicate the boundary of the doubtful age and the
preventive maintenance age respectively can be used as control variables.
Under a given choice of those parameters an approximative formula for the
average costs per unit time as well as the expected time until system
replacement are presented.
Numerical investigations show that this approximation gives fairly good
results and certainly can be used to support the decision how to choose
the relevant control variables. In particular we note that the approxima-
tions improve by increasing number of components.
The validation of the approximations is performed by simulation. As a
byproduct this validation reveals that simulation itself is of little use
to support the decision process. It took very long simulation runs to
obtain confidence intervals of acceptable width for the average costs and
the expected time between system replacements.
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Appendix A. Approximation of EN(T) by M(ET)

Let (Xn)n-1 be a sequence of independent and identically distributed ran-
dom variables with distribution function F, mean u and second moment x2.

2
2 u2 - u

The coefficient of variation is defined by cv :- 2 . Let {N(t),
u

t Z 0} be the associated renewal process, M(t) - EN(t) the renewal func-
tion and T a non-negative random variable, not necessarily independent of
{N(t), t Z 0} with distribution function F and mean v.

In this appendix we address the question to what extent EN(T), the ex-
pected number of renewals in the stochastic interval [O,T], can be approx-
imated by M(v).

In fact ROSS (198~) applies this approximation in reversed direction. He
approximates M(v) by the sequence EN(Tk), k 2 1 where Tk denotes a random
variable, independent of {N(t), t Z 0} with Erlang (k,y}-distribution.
Ross provides a recursive scheme for the computation of EN(Tk), starting
for k - 1 with

EN(T1) -
-aX

E(e 1)
-aX

1 - E(e 1)

and shows that EN(Tk) converges to M(v) as k~ m under some mild condi-
tions on M(t). Moreover, it is shown that EN(Tk), k z 1 constitutes an
increasing sequence of lower bounds for M(v) when the interrenewal distri-
bution function F is DFR.

PROPOSITION A1. If T is independent of {N(t), t Z 0} then

~EN(T) - M(v)~ s c2 t 1v

PROOF. The proof is an immediate consequence of the following well-known
inequalities:

M(t) Z ~ - 1 (A1)
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and

M(t) s ~ . c~ (Lorden's inequality) (A2)

For (A1) we refer to BARLOW and PROSCHAN (1981) (pp. 1~1) and for (A2) to
CARLSSON and NERMAN (~986). o

PROPOSITION A2. If F is DF'R and T independent of {N(t), t~ 0} then

EN(T) ~ M(v) (A3)

PROOF. Since F is DFR we conclude thnt M(t) is concave (see RROWN (1980)).
flencc (Aj) follows from Jensen's inequality. o

REMARK. The reversed inequality holds when M(t) is convex. However, note
that convexity of M(t) is not guaranteed by F E IFR.

EXAMPLE A1. Let Tn denote the epoch of n-th renewal in {N(t), t 2 0}. Then

EN(Tn) - n

which implies

lim {M(ETn) - EN(Tn)}
n~

- lim {M(nu) - n} - 2 (c~ - 1).
n~

EXAMPLE A2. Let T be exponentially distributed with parameter v-1 and
assume that T is independent of {N(t), t Z 0}. Then

EN(T) - M(v) - v-1M(v-1) - M(v)

where

m

(A4)

M(s) :- f e-stM(t)dt.
0
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Now assume that F is a non-positive mixture of exponentials, i.e.

-ult -u2t
1- F(t) - ple t p2e , t Z 0

with

ul,u2 ) 0; pl ~ 0, p2 ~ 0 and pl t p2 - 1.

'1'lu~n

M(t) -~ t 2 Íc~ - 1) (1 - exP{-(Plu2 ' Pzul)t}), t z 0

with

x- P1 t p2. (see TIJMS (1986), PP. 74)xl u2

From (A4) it follows that

EN(T) - M(v) - 2(c~ - 1)(e-vc - 1 t vc)

where

c -- Plu2 t P2u1.

Equation (A6) yields the following proposition.

(A5)

(A6)

PROPOSITION A3. Let T be exponentially distributed with parameter v-1 and
suppose that T is independent of {N(t), t Z 0}. If the interrenewal dis-
tribution is of the form (A5), then

0 5 EN(T) - M(v) s-0.1 (c~ - 1) s 0.05

PROOF. The proof is an immediate consequence of (A6) and the following
inequalities
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-0.2 5 e-x -(ltx)-1 S 0 for all x~ 0

and

The last inequality is based on the fact that p2 C 0(see TIJMS (1986),
pp. 400). o
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Appendix B. Time between preventive and corrective component replacements

In section 3 it was argued that the time between two consecutive preven-
tive (corrective) replacements of an individual component on [O,TO) can be
considered as the entrance time into the absorbing state 2 of a continuous
time Markov chain on {0,1,2}. The transition diagrams are given in fi.gures
3(for preventive replacements) and figure 4(for corrective replace-
ments).
In this appendix we derive the probability distribution of these entrance
times.
Let us first consider the time between two preventive replacements.
The infinitesimal matrix Q of the corresponding Markov chain is given by

Q -
-UOp01 vOp01 0

y1p13 -U1 v1p12
0 0 0

and the initial distribution of the Markov chain is (1,0,0).
From Neuts (1981) (pp. 45) we conclude that the distribution of the
entrance time into the absorbing state 2 is given by

1 - Fp(t) - (1,0)exp(Tt)e

where eT - (1,1) and

T - (-vOp01 UOp011

The matrix T is diagonalizable and has eigenvalues

~1 2-- 2(UOp01 } yl) } 2 (vOp01 - L1)2 t 4UOU1pOlp13

with al ~ 0, a2 C 0 and ~1 ~~2.

L1p13 -L1

(B1)

A matrix of eigenvectors is given by
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D - ~ y0p01 y0p01 1
vOp01 } ~1 vOP01 ; ~2J

Hence, by noting that

exp(Tt) - D exp(nt)D-1

with n the diagonal matrix w.ith the eigenvalues or ~r along the diagonal we
conclude from (B1)

-ult -x2t
1- Fp(t) - ple f p2e , t Z 0

with

(B2)

~2 -~1
pl '- ~2 - al ~ 0, PZ :- ~2 -~1 C 0, pl . p2 - 1, ul --al and

la2 :- -~z.

In a similar way we find for the distribution of the time between two
consecutive corrective replacements

-~11t -}aZt
1- Fc(t) - Ple t P2e , t z 0

with

vOP03 t az -vOp03 t al
pl '- az - al . A2 :- ~2 - ~1 . N1 :- -~1 and N2 :- -a2

where ~1 and a2 denote the eigenvalues oF the matrix

T -
v1p12 -v~

l -y0 LOP01J

(B3)

and are given b,y
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~1,2 - - 2 ~v0 } yl) ~ 2 ~LO - y1~2 t 4UOylpOlpl2'

By stx~aightforward calculus it can be shown that the IFR-property

L1p13 ~ L~p03

guarantees that either pl ~ 0 or p2 C 0.
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